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Ep Title:	 The Comic 
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Status: 	 Confidential 


Scenes: 1 to 9 to be filmed on shoot dates 
Dates: November: 29/30: December: 1/2


SYNOPSIS 

A young girl finds a mysterious map inside a comic book that links to a UFO crash site. 
Persuading her friends to join her, they all sneak out of their bedroom windows to go on a hunt to 
solve the mystery. They have an adventure of a lifetime when they get sucked into the comic and 
wake up lost in time. The Luna Squad is born.


SEQUENCE OF EPISODE  

Intro:  Promo shots with credits / narration / music 

Scene 1: Comic book store (finds comic / news report / bad guy intro)

Scene 2: Video call conversation between the Squad to arrange meeting / Dad intro

Scene 3: Cafe / Diner for squad meeting with map

Scene 4: Skate Park or playground / create the plan / bullies and babe intro

Scene 5: Under the bed covers with torch, reading the map

Scene 6: Squad packing kit / supplies / escape bedroom windows / big brother intro

Scene 7: Squad on the run, montage shots through street and fields

Scene 8: Squad run in with bad guy,  big bro joins, squad escape

Scene 9: Entrance to a cave to hide, hit by bright lights

Scene 10: Wake up in a field, all stand up, dinosaur roars, close up on squad “we got this”

Scene 11: Dad finds note from Ashely, realises she found the map and has gone back in time

To be continued…
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THE LUNA SQUAD: CHARACTER PROFILES 

Character: Ashley 
Role: The Explorer / Squad Leader  
Played by: Mielé

Playing Age: 		 11/12


A mischievous explorer with a love for adventure, she grew up with parents who were space 
obsessed, always observing the night sky. She loves space too, fixed on sci fi, the galaxy and the 
unexplained. Always trying to solve the puzzles of the universe and investigate the mystery of the 
stars. She knows what she wants, she is not scared to take on a challenge, she loves her friends 
and knows how to box and wrestle. She is out to find answers to the big questions and on a 
quest for adventure.





Character: Kizzie (name to be kept as it is) 
Role: The Cute But Feisty Friend  
Played by: Kizzie  
Playing Age: 11/12


She is cute, lovable and always up for fun and adventure. A bubbly personality who laughs a lot 
and loves to dance. Never backs down from a challenge and although cute, has a feisty attitude 
and a big roar when needed. Super sporty and athletic and can run incredibly fast, loves her 
friends and will do anything to keep the squad safe. Amazing at flips, jumps and wont back down 
in the face of danger.





Character: Kara 
Role: The Tech / Comic Nerd  
Played by: Sienna 
Playing Age: 13/14 

A lovable comic nerd who loves to daydream, she lives on a different planet half the time, very tall 
for her age. Always dropping stuff and has a real clumsy and airhead side. Always bumping into 
things and has no sense of direction, but great sense of humour and laughs at everything. A huge 
fan of 80s music and always says the wrong thing at the wrong time. Loves the squad and just 
goes with the flow. Never quite gets the jokes and snorts when she laughs. Underneath the 
geekiness is a real beauty.  







Character: Max 
Role: The Cool Kid 
Played by: JJ 
Playing Age: 10/13 

Cool, he knows he is cool and loves to be cool. Always rushes in without thinking first, always 
stairs danger in the face and always up for the fight. Likes to tease the other squad members and 
loves adventure. Has a good sense of humour and loves to tease “Cub” the worrier and wind him 
up at any opportunity. Has some serious skills on the scooter and the dance floor. Holds the 
squad together with his strength and coolness. Likes to game a lot.




Character: Cub 
Role: The Funny Worrier 
Played by: Andrew 
Playing Age: 11/14 

Always worrying and questioning everything, worried his mum will go mental at him for running 
away. Has a big heart and afraid of the dark, gullible and believes anything. Hates creepy spiders 
and clowns, has a thing about clowns. Loves the squad and the squad love him back. Is a natural 
comedian and always cracking the one liners, eats with his mouth full and more focused on pizza 
than the task in hand. Is a strong as an Ox when he needs to be, has a crush on Wonder Woman. 

 

Character: Scarlett 
Role: The School Babe  
Played by: Abbie 
Playing Age: 14/15 

A girl who has a bit of edge, loves to tease the boys, but also has a real sweet side to her. Feels 
like a big sister and babysitter to the others. Is switched on, street smart, focused and likes to get 
stuck in. Loves the idea of action and adventure and is intrigued by the potential of meeting some 
aliens, but always looks out for the others and has nerves of steel. Knows how to get what she 
wants and knows how to work it. 




 
Character: Jack  
Role: The Big Brother (to Kara) 
Played by: Manasa  
Playing Age: 17/18 

A switched on big brother who can look after himself and those around him, worries a lot about 
his little sister and always tries to protect her. Has some street edge and loves his music, although 
still has a sensible side. A nice guy and in shape, good sense of humour and likes the dreams of 
“The Leader” Likes the idea of adventure but always wants to get home safe, his dad took off as a 
kid so he has stepped into that role. Always focused and always on point with the plan.


	 	         


Character: Nick 
Role: Intelligent Kid 
Played by: Daniel  
Playing Age: 14/16 

The kid with all the answers, can hack into anything, any computer any network. So intelligent he 
blows his own mind sometimes. Loves to help the squad get out of a mess, understands how 
time travel works. He knows how to manipulate space and time, loves the puzzle of codes and 
technology. Physics is his thing, numbers, maths, calculations! A quick thinker who can type so 
fast smoke comes off the keyboard! 




Character: Dad (name tbc) 
Role: The cool dad 
Played by: Ben  
Playing Age: 30’s 

The dad every kid wants, loves his daughter to the moon and back. He is an explorer at heart 
himself, he has passed on his knowledge to his daughter “Ashely” he told her stories of the stars. 
The owner of a cool book store, still loves the mystery, still loves the dream of the unexplained. 
Once had an experience with a UFO sighting, has some secrets but only shared a little with 
“Ashley”  He encourages her to be herself, to seek adventure. He understands that one day a 
chosen one may find a map, he seems to know something others don’t, like one day Ashley may 
need to go and find the adventure he once knew, or knows is coming.



